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Search Alcoholics anonymous forums Want to find out more? If you have any
alcohol or drug addiction problems and are trying to make changes that will help
you to recover, getting the right support is essential. You don’t have to struggle

on your own. You can talk to other people who understand what you’re going
through and have been there. Our anonymous forums provide a unique

opportunity for people to ask questions, air their concerns and seek advice
without fear of being identified. Most members come from all over the world,

from all different walks of life. Here you can ask questions about any aspect of
your recovery, from how to cope with a difficult day to how to tackle life outside

of AA. You’ll also get advice and support from others who know they have a
problem and are trying to solve it. If you are looking for AA, here are a selection

of the local AA groups in your area. As well as local groups, you can access a
wealth of worldwide AA information on our informational pages. Forums Forum
posts can be made anonymously in this section. Please be very careful in what

you post here. There is no way to control or protect against fraud, so do not post
any personal information. Users who find their names among the forums’

contents risk being reported and facing legal consequences. Forum members
Using the forums also brings you into contact with AA members. Take a look at
the member profiles to find out more about the people on the forum. Don’t feel
shy about starting a conversation or asking questions – we’re all here to help.

Events Let’s face it – meeting up with AA members from other parts of the world
is probably one of the highlights of being an AA member. You can meet the

people who understand what it’s like to have a problem and have solved it. You
can hear their stories and, who knows, perhaps even learn something new. Meet

up with AA members in your area for some good company and maybe even a
few AA meetings. If you’re interested in a particular topic, you can search the

forums and find out if there are any other AA members who want to share their
knowledge. Discussion We have loads of discussion topics on the forum. Chat
with other members about AA, your recovery and anything else you want. Let

your hair down, discuss any topic you want and meet other members from
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